Sententia Gamification
Project Portfolio

•

A library of fun, mobile-ready, learning games that can be rapidly customized with your
content to reinforce educational material, assess knowledge retention, measure overall
teaching effectiveness, and improve learning outcomes

•

The Training Arcade® offers engaging game templates and a robust set of features, all of
which are designed for easy deployment and extensive insights.

The Training Arcade®
Your Content + Our Games = Engaging Training

Training Arcade® Library

A Fortune 5 Client was seeking assistance with the
gamification of a leadership development program.
Based on initial conversations with key stakeholders and
documents reviewed, Sententia created a fully gamified
blended learning adventure to give team members the
opportunity to develop and grow in the skills, behaviors,
and competencies that the leadership team has defined
as critical to theirs and the company's future success.
Through an engaging, game-like adventure learners
begin their journey in an escape room that gives them
the opportunity to explore and prove their prowess in
six functional competencies.

Time to Lead Trailer Video

Workplace Learning

Higher Education

Renegades, Reprobates and
Castaways Video Tour

Pressure Packed! High
Velocity Decision Making
Welcome to Pressure Packed a
fully immersive and exciting
program to sharpen your skills at
making high impact, high velocity
decisions.

In this fast-paced, space-themed,
pressure packed environment, you
will be challenged to resolve largescale issues as they occur while
facing random events that may
alter your decision-making
process.
Can you complete the journey and
save your ship before time runs
out?
Create an account and use
promo code PLAYTEST to play.

Gamified Learning Academy – Workplace Learning

Pressure Packed on the
Gamified Learning Academy

No-Tech Workplace Learning
Sententia sought to implement the goal-setting tool of
Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) for their gamification
design framework.
OKRs are used by many successful companies
(including Google, Twitter, and Disney) to set
ambitious, measurable targets. But for someone new
to this tool, OKRs can be difficult to understand and
create.
Sententia is particularly focused on quality- and datainformed outcomes, so being able to provide
measurable results from this training solution was key.
Having delivered hundreds of instructor-led classroom
trainings and VILT courses, it was important that this
gamified solution did not sacrifice learner satisfaction,
which was already above industry average.

This award-winning, no-tech gamification game was
created by Sententia Certified Gamification
Journeyman Scott Provence.

Download OKR Game
Instructions

Download OKR Game
Cards

